Norton Presents Exhibition of
Robert Rauschenberg’s Work from
The Whitney Museum of American Art
WEST PALM BEACH, FL (Feb. 3, 2020) – The Norton Museum of Art
announces the opening of the special exhibition, Robert Rauschenberg: Five
Decades from the Whitney’s Collection. Rauschenberg’s (1925–2008)
inventiveness, embrace of popular culture, and incorporation of everyday objects
forever changed the American art landscape, and would anticipate pop art,
conceptualism, happenings, and process art of the latter 20th century. The
exhibition is on view February 21-June 28, 2020, and is organized by Carrie
Springer, Assistant Curator at the Whitney Museum of American Art.
“We are delighted to be hosting this important exhibition, which is on loan from
the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York City,” said Elliot Davis,
Director of the Norton Museum of Art. “It is particularly meaningful to our
community because Rauschenberg lived and worked in Captiva, Florida, and
because the exhibition is organized around transformative acquisitions the
Whitney has made as a result of the vision and generosity of Leonard A. Lauder,
a long-time supporter of the Norton.”
The exhibition traces five decades of Rauschenberg’s career, including the time
he spent in Captiva, and features highlights from series that investigate
materiality and demonstrate his constant experimentation. Notable works include:
• Untitled, 1951 – Both an homage to and rebuttal of Abstract
Expressionism, the black monochrome work illustrates his focus on
materiality, with bubbling surfaces from scraps of paper painted over.
• Blue Eagle, 1961 – This work combines aspects of painting and sculpture,
blurring the distinction between the two, and incorporates everyday objects.
• Glass/Channel/Via Panama (Cardboard),1971 – This wall sculpture was
created from cut, crumbled, and combined cardboard boxes.
• Sybil (Hoarfrost), 1974 – Rauschenberg used solvent to transfer images
from newspapers and magazines onto unstretched fabric, as seen in this
work.
• Que (Jammer), 1976 – Rauschenberg was inspired to create his Jammer
series after a visit to Ahmedabad, India, a center of textile production. Blue
and white fabric, devoid of images, form the primary abstract elements in
this work, which is named after the nautical term “windjammer.”
• Nocturnal Splash (Urban Bourbon), 1988 – This work highlights the
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interplay between a black enameled aluminum surface, silkscreened
images, and an expressive area of thickly applied paint.
Primary Mobiloid Glut, 1988 – In this sculpture, Rauschenberg
incorpoated common objects such as a bicycle frame and rubber tire,
among other elements, to create a freestanding abstract assemblage.
Soviet / American Array I-VII, 1988-1990 – These seven prints feature
photographic imagery that Rauschenberg took in Moscow and New York.
The series reflects the international interest and collaborations that
informed his late career.
Sphinx’s Atelier, 1998 – In this two-panel work on paper, Rauschenberg
transferred multiple photographic images that he took onto a rag paper
support.

Cheryl Brutvan, the Glenn W. and Cornelia T. Bailey Curator of Contemporary
Art and Director of Curatorial Affairs notes that, “This exhibition presents key
examples that exemplify Rauschenberg’s unconventional approach to materials
and the creative process, one that has profoundly influenced younger generations
of artists.”
Carrie Springer adds, “Rauschenberg was one of the most significant and
groundbreaking American artists of the second half of the 20th century. His work
with found and constructed imagery in a wide range of media reflects the variety
and richness of life.”
This exhibition was organized by the Whitney Museum of American Art, New
York.
Additionally, the exhibition was organized around the transformative acquisitions
the Whitney Museum of American Art has made as a result of the vision and
generosity of Leonard A. Lauder, as well as works that have been given to the
Whitney by Emily Fisher Landau and Barbara and Richard S. Lane, and the
generous support of the Robert Rauschenberg Foundation.
Support for this exhibition at the Norton was provided by the Milton and Sheila
Fine Endowment for Contemporary Art.
Related programming around the exhibition includes:
Robert Rauschenberg: Five Decades and More
Friday, February 21 / 6 p.m.
On opening night of the exhibition Robert Rauschenberg: Five Decades from
the Whitney’s Collection, Carrie Springer, Assistant Curator, Whitney Museum
of American Art, who helped organize the exhibition, and David White, Senior
Curator, Robert Rauschenberg Foundation discuss Rauschenberg, his work, and
his tremendous influence on today’s artists.

Robert Rauschenberg: An Oral History
Saturday, March 28 / 2 p.m.
Sara Sinclair, project manager and lead interviewer for The Robert
Rauschenberg Oral History Project at the Columbia Center for Oral History
Research, speaks with Cheryl Brutvan, the Norton’s Director of Curatorial
Affairs, about the artist and the book, Robert Rauschenberg: An Oral History.
Sinclair will sign copies of the book following the conversation.
About the Artist
Milton Ernest "Robert" Rauschenberg (October 22, 1925–May 12, 2008) was an
American painter and graphic artist whose early works anticipated the pop art
movement. Rauschenberg is well known for his "Combines" of the 1950s, in which
non-traditional materials and objects were employed in various combinations.
Rauschenberg was both a painter and a sculptor, and the combines are a
combination of the two, but he also worked with photography, printmaking,
papermaking, and performance.
Rauschenberg was awarded the National Medal of Arts in 1993 and the Leonardo
da Vinci World Award of Arts in 1995 in recognition of his more than 40 years of
artmaking.
Rauschenberg lived and worked in New York City and on Captiva Island, Florida,
until his death in 2008.
About the Norton Museum of Art
Founded in 1941, the Norton Museum of Art is recognized for its distinguished
holdings in American, European, and Chinese art, and a continually expanding
presence for Photography and Contemporary art. Its masterpieces of 19th century
and 20th century European painting and sculpture include works by Brancusi,
Gauguin, Matisse, and Picasso, and American works by Stuart Davis, Hopper,
O'Keeffe, Pollock, and Sheeler.
The Norton presents special exhibitions, lectures, tours, and programs for adults
and children throughout the year. In 2011, the Norton launched RAW
(Recognition of Art by Women), featuring the work of a living female painter or
sculptor and funded by the Leonard and Sophie Davis Fund/MLDauray Arts
Initiative. In 2012, the Norton established the biennial, international Rudin Prize
for Emerging Photographers in partnership with Beth Rudin DeWoody, named in
honor of her late father, Lewis Rudin.
In 2019, the Norton opened a visionary expansion designed by architecture firm
Foster + Partners, under the direction of Pritzker Prize-winning architect Lord
Norman Foster. The project reoriented the Norton’s entrance to the main
thoroughfare of South Dixie Highway, restoring the symmetry of the museum’s
original 1941 design, and includes a new 59,000-square-foot West Wing that
increased gallery space for the Norton’s renowned collection. The transformation
of the Museum’s 6.3-acre campus created a museum in a garden, featuring new,

verdant spaces and a sculpture garden. A block of 1920s-era houses along the south
side of the campus also were restored to serve as the director’s home and lodging
and studios for a new artist-in-residence program that begins in 2020.
Museum hours are:
Mondays, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesdays, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Wednesdays, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. (December–April; closed May–November)
Thursdays, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Fridays, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Sundays, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The Museum is closed Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, New Year’s Day, and
July 4th.
Admission prices are as follows: Free for Members, teachers and educators with
a valid school ID, and active military (and immediate family) with valid ID.
Students: $5 with valid school ID. General: $18; Seniors (60+): $15; Children:
Free for ages 12 and under.
Museum admission is free to the public on Fridays and Saturdays.
• Free Fridays are made possible by the generosity of The Lunder
Foundation - Peter and Paula Lunder Family.
• Free Saturdays are made possible by the generosity of the Anna-Maria
and Stephen Kellen Foundation.
Parking is available across the street at 1501 S. Dixie Highway. For additional
information, please call (561) 832-5196, or visit www.norton.org.
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